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AN INTRODUCTION TO ANIMALS AND THE LAW
Springer This exploration of the newly emerging, diverse, and controversial area of animal lawpresents a basic survey of the laws designed to protect animals, analyzing and critiquing them, and proposing a future where the legal regime properly recognizes and protects the inherent worth of all
animals.

AN INTRODUCTION TO ANIMALS IN THE LAW
INTRODUCTION TO ANIMALS AND THE LAW
INTRODUCTION TO ANIMAL RIGHTS
YOUR CHILD OR THE DOG?
Temple University Press Argues that the way humans treat animals results from the contradiction between the ideas that animals have some rights, but that they are also property, and oﬀers ways to resolve the conﬂict.

AN INTRODUCTION TO ANIMAL LAW
Elsevier Legislation relating to animals has ancient origins and in many civilizations certain species have held particular signiﬁcance, be it religious, cultural, nutritional, or sporting. As a general rule, the law was primarily concerned with animals as property, rather than in need of protection, until the
19th century. Since the 1970s animal law has proved to be a growth area in the production and enforcement of both national and international legislation. This has been particularly so in the areas of conservation and welfare and there has been extensive legal and philosophical consideration of the
status of animals. This book is not intended to be a standard text, but rather a handbook in the true sense, a guide for the lay person--namely, to help the non-lawyer to understand the basic concepts of animal law and to provide the lawyer (who is the lay person in the world of animal science) with an
introduction to relevant concepts and literature which are not normally found in the conventional legal texts.

ANIMAL STUDIES
AN INTRODUCTION
Oxford University Press The ﬁeld requires both learning and unlearning to develop forms of critical thinking that are scientiﬁcally informed and ethically sensitive.

ETHICS AND ANIMALS
AN INTRODUCTION
Cambridge University Press In this comprehensive updated introduction to animal ethics, Lori Gruen weaves together poignant and provocative case studies with discussions of ethical theory, urging readers to engage critically and reﬂect empathetically on our relationships with other animals. In clear
and accessible language, Gruen discusses a range of issues central to human-animal relations and oﬀers a reasoned new perspective on key debates in the ﬁeld. She analyses and explains a range of theoretical positions and poses challenging questions that directly encourage readers to hone their
ethical reasoning skills and to develop a defensible position about their own practices. Her book will be an invaluable resource for students in a wide range of disciplines including ethics, environmental studies, veterinary science, gender studies, and the emerging ﬁeld of animal studies. The book is an
engaging account of animal ethics for readers with no prior background in philosophy.

STUDIES IN GLOBAL ANIMAL LAW
Springer Nature This open access book contains 13 contributions on global animal law, preceded by an introduction which explains key concepts and methods. Global Animal Law refers to the sum of legal rules and principles (both state-made and non-state-made) governing the interaction between
humans and other animals, on a domestic, local, regional, and international level. Global animal law is the response to the mismatch between almost exclusively national animal-related legislation on the one hand, and the global dimension of the animal issue on the other hand. The chapters lay some
historical foundations in the ius naturae et gentium, examine various aspects of how national and international law traditionally deals with animals as commodity; and ﬁnally suggest new legal concepts and protective strategies. The book shows numerous entry points for animal issues in international
law and at the same time shifts the focus and scope of inquiry.

ANIMALS AND SOCIETY
AN INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN-ANIMAL STUDIES
Columbia University Press Human-animal studies is an interdisciplinary ﬁeld that explores the spaces that animals occupy in human social and cultural worlds. It examines the interactions humans and animals have with each other and the ways animal lives intersect with human societies. Since existing
social orders rely on the exploitation of animals to serve human needs, the questions posed by human-animal studies touch upon a wide range of fundamental issues. Animals and Society provides a broad overview of this rapidly growing ﬁeld. Margo DeMello oﬀers students and scholars a holistic and
comprehensive picture of the state of inquiry into the relationships that exist between humans and other animals. She considers interactions between animals and humans in social organizations, such as the family, the legal system, and political and religious institutions. A major focus is the social
construction of animals in world cultures and the way in which these social meanings are used to reinforce and perpetuate hierarchical human relationships such as racism, sexism, and class privilege. The book also examines how diﬀerent human groups construct a range of identities for themselves
and for others through animals. This second edition of Animals and Society is fully updated and expanded throughout, enhancing the book’s relevance for student and activist readers alike. It includes many new international examples, all-new case studies, and updated supplementary readings.
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ANIMAL RIGHTS
CURRENT DEBATES AND NEW DIRECTIONS
Oxford University Press Cass Sunstein and Martha Nussbaum bring together an all-star cast of contributors to explore the legal and political issues that underlie the campaign for animal rights and the opposition to it. Addressing ethical questions about ownership, protection against unjustiﬁed suﬀering,
and the ability of animals to make their own choices free from human control, the authors oﬀer numerous diﬀerent perspectives on animal rights and animal welfare. They show that whatever one's ultimate conclusions, the relationship between human beings and nonhuman animals is being
fundamentally rethought. This book oﬀers a state-of-the-art treatment of that rethinking.

ANIMALS AS PERSONS
ESSAYS ON THE ABOLITION OF ANIMAL EXPLOITATION
Columbia University Press Gary L. Francione explains our historical and contemporary attitudes about animals by distinguishing the issue of animal use from that of animal treatment. He then presents a theory of animal rights that focuses on the need to accord all sentient nonhumans the right not to be
treated as property.

ANIMAL ETHICS
A CONTEMPORARY INTRODUCTION
Routledge There are many introductions to the animal ethics literature. There aren’t many introductions to the practice of doing animal ethics. Bob Fischer’s Animal Ethics: A Contemporary Introduction ﬁlls that gap, oﬀering an accessible model of how animal ethics can be done today. The book takes up
classic issues, such as the ethics of eating meat and experimenting on animals, but tackles them in an empirically informed and nuanced way. It also covers a range of relatively neglected issues in animal ethics, such as the possibility of insect sentience and the ethics of dealing with pests. Finally, the
book doesn’t assess every current practice using standard ethical theories, but tries to evaluate some of them using the moral frameworks endorsed by those involved. So, for instance, there is a chapter on the way that animal care and use committees try to justify some of the educational uses of
animals, and the chapter on zoos considers the way that international zoological societies justify compromising animal welfare. The book wraps up with a discussion of the future of animal ethics. Each chapter opens with a helpful initial overview of the chapter and ends with a list of suggested readings
to help students go further on their own. Key Features Covers animal ethics from an empirically informed perspective, bringing philosophy into conversation with key issues in animal science, conservation biology, economics, ethology, and legal studies, among other ﬁelds Provides ample coverage of
the most salient current topics, including, for example: Debates about which animals are sentient The suﬀering of wild animals Research ethics The boundaries of activism Avoids suggesting that animal ethics is simply the practice of applying the right general theory to a problem, instead allowing
readers to ﬁrst work out the speciﬁc costs and beneﬁts of making ethical decisions Impresses upon the reader the need for her to work out for herself the best way forward with diﬃcult ethical issues, suggesting that progress can indeed be made Includes summaries and recommended readings at the
end of each chapter

ANIMAL MOVEMENT ACROSS SCALES
Oxford University Press, USA Adopts a broad, cross-taxonomic approach to animal movement across both temporal and spatial scales; addresses how and why animals move, and in what ways they diﬀer in their locomotion and navigation performance; synthesizes our current knowledge of the genetics
of movement/migration, including gene ﬂow and local adaptations; provides a future perspective on how patterns of animal migration may change over time, together with the potential evolutionary consequences.--Provided by publisher

ANIMAL LAWS OF INDIA
Compilation of central and state laws.

ANIMALS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW
Pocket Books of the Hague Acad Chapter I. Animals : a topic for international law --Chapter II. An overview of international rules on animals --Chapter III. The International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling : dead or alive? --Chapter IV. Farm animals in the law of the European Union --Chapter V.
Animals in international trade law --Chapter VI. Animals in the law of armed conﬂict --Chapter VII. Towards international animal rights --Chapter VIII. Towards a global animal protection law.

ANIMAL STUDIES
AN INTRODUCTION
Oxford University Press Animal studies is a growing interdisciplinary ﬁeld that incorporates scholarship from public policy, sociology, religion, philosophy, and many other areas. In essence, it seeks to understand how humans study and conceive of other-than-human animals, and how these conceptions
have changed over time, across cultures, and across diﬀerent ways of thinking. This interdisciplinary introduction to the ﬁeld boldly and creatively foregrounds the realities of nonhuman animals, as well as the imaginative and ethical faculties that humans must engage to consider our intersection with
living beings outside of our species. It also compellingly demonstrates that the breadth and depth of thinking and humility needed to grasp the human-nonhuman intersection has the potential to expand the dualism that currently divides the sciences and humanities. As the ﬁrst holistic survey of the
ﬁeld, Animal Studies is essential reading for any student of human-animal relationships and for all people who care about the role nonhuman animals play in our society.

THE ANIMAL RIGHTS DEBATE
ABOLITION OR REGULATION?
Columbia University Press Gary L. Francione is a law professor and leading philosopher of animal rights theory. Robert Garner is a political theorist specializing in the philosophy and politics of animal protection. Francione maintains that we have no moral justiﬁcation for using nonhumans and argues
that because animals are property or economic commodities laws or industry practices requiring "humane" treatment will, as a general matter, fail to provide any meaningful level of protection. Garner favors a version of animal rights that focuses on eliminating animal suﬀering and adopts a
protectionist approach, maintaining that although the traditional animal-welfare ethic is philosophically ﬂawed, it can contribute strategically to the achievement of animal-rights ends. As they spar, Francione and Garner deconstruct the animal protection movement in the United States, the United
Kingdom, Europe, and elsewhere, discussing the practices of such organizations as PETA, which joins with McDonald's and other animal users to "improve" the slaughter of animals. They also examine American and European laws and campaigns from both the rights and welfare perspectives, identifying
weaknesses and strengths that give shape to future legislation and action.

INTERNATIONAL ANIMAL RESEARCH REGULATIONS
IMPACT ON NEUROSCIENCE RESEARCH: WORKSHOP SUMMARY
National Academies Press Animals are widely used in neuroscience research to explore biological mechanisms of nervous system function, to identify the genetic basis of disease states, and to provide models of human disorders and diseases for the development of new treatments. To ensure the
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humane care and use of animals, numerous laws, policies, and regulations are in place governing the use of animals in research, and certain animal regulations have implications speciﬁc to neuroscience research. To consider animal research regulations from a global perspective, the IOM Forum on
Neuroscience and Nervous System Disorders, in collaboration with the National Research Council and the Institute for Laboratory Animal Research, held a workshop in Buckinghamshire, UK, July 26-27, 2011. The workshop brought together neuroscientists, legal scholars, administrators, and other key
stakeholders to discuss current and emerging trends in animal regulations as they apply to the neurosciences. This document summarizes the workshop.

ANIMAL RIGHTS
WHAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW
Oxford University Press A survey of animal rights issues addresses a variety of topics surrounding research animals, companion animals, wild animals, work animals, and animals used for food, as well as discussing the animal rights movement and its key ﬁgures and organizations.

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM: A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION
OUP Oxford The animal world is immensely diverse, and our understanding of it has been greatly enhanced by analysis of DNA and the study of evolution and development ('evo-devo'). In this Very Short Introduction Peter Holland presents a modern tour of the animal kingdom. Beginning with the
deﬁnition of animals (not obvious in biological terms), he takes the reader through the high-level groupings of animals (phyla) and new views on their evolutionary relationships based on molecular data, together with an overview of the biology of each group of animals. The phylogenetic view is central
to zoology today and the volume will be of great value to all students of the life sciences, as well as providing a concise summary for the interested general reader. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

ANIMAL WELFARE AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW
THE IMPACT OF THE WTO SEAL CASE
Edward Elgar Publishing This thought-provoking book examines the rise of animal welfare as a serious policy concern in the international trade law regime. The central focus is an in-depth study of the background and legal analysis of the landmark EC – Seal Products case, which conﬁrmed the
importance of animal welfare in WTO law. The book explores how the WTO handled the relationship between trade disciplines and animal welfare, including the particularly challenging questions around Indigenous seal hunting rights. It oﬀers a detailed account of animal welfare and animal conservation
commitments in new trade agreements, as well as mechanisms for enforcement, cooperation, and citizen participation.

BEATING HEARTS
ABORTION AND ANIMAL RIGHTS
Columbia University Press How can someone who condemns hunting, animal farming, and animal experimentation also favor legal abortion, which is the deliberate destruction of a human fetus? The authors of Beating Hearts aim to reconcile this apparent conﬂict and examine the surprisingly similar
strategic and tactical questions faced by activists in the pro-life and animal rights movements. Beating Hearts maintains that sentience, or the ability to have subjective experiences, grounds a being's entitlement to moral concern. The authors argue that nearly all human exploitation of animals is
unjustiﬁed. Early abortions do not contradict the sentience principle because they precede fetal sentience, and Beating Hearts explains why the mere potential for sentience does not create moral entitlements. Late abortions do raise serious moral questions, but forcing a woman to carry a child to term
is problematic as a form of gender-based exploitation. These ethical explorations lead to a wider discussion of the strategies deployed by the pro-life and animal rights movements. Should legal reforms precede or follow attitudinal changes? Do gory images win over or alienate supporters? Is violence
ever principled? By probing the connections between debates about abortion and animal rights, Beating Hearts uses each highly contested set of questions to shed light on the other.

SAVING ANIMALS
MULTISPECIES ECOLOGIES OF RESCUE AND CARE
U of Minnesota Press A fascinating and unprecedented ethnography of animal sanctuaries in the United States In the past three decades, animal rights advocates have established everything from elephant sanctuaries in Africa to shelters that rehabilitate animals used in medical testing, to homes for
farmed animals, abandoned pets, and entertainment animals that have outlived their “usefulness.” Saving Animals is the ﬁrst major ethnography to focus on the ethical issues animating the establishment of such places, where animals who have been mistreated or destined for slaughter are allowed to
live out their lives simply being animals. Based on ﬁeldwork at animal rescue facilities across the United States, Elan Abrell asks what “saving,” “caring for,” and “sanctuary” actually mean. He considers sanctuaries as laboratories where caregivers conceive and implement new models of caring for and
relating to animals. He explores the ethical decision making around sanctuary eﬀorts to unmake property-based human–animal relations by creating spaces in which humans interact with animals as autonomous subjects. Saving Animals illustrates how caregivers and animals respond by cocreating new
human–animal ecologies adapted to the material and social conditions of the Anthropocene. Bridging anthropology with animal studies and political philosophy, Saving Animals asks us to imagine less harmful modes of existence in a troubled world where both animals and humans seek sanctuary.

THE CRIMINAL PROSECUTION AND CAPITAL PUNISHMENT OF ANIMALS
ANIMAL RIGHTS: A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION
Oxford Paperbacks By presenting models for understanding animals' moral status and rights, and examining their mental lives and welfare, the author explores the implications for how we should treat animals in connection with our diet, zoos, and research.

A FORAY INTO THE WORLDS OF ANIMALS AND HUMANS
WITH A THEORY OF MEANING
U of Minnesota Press “Is the tick a machine or a machine operator? Is it a mere object or a subject?” With these questions, the pioneering biophilosopher Jakob von Uexküll embarks on a remarkable exploration of the unique social and physical environments that individual animal species, as well as
individuals within species, build and inhabit. This concept of the umwelt has become enormously important within posthumanist philosophy, inﬂuencing such ﬁgures as Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, Deleuze and Guattari, and, most recently, Giorgio Agamben, who has called Uexküll “a high point of modern
antihumanism.” A key document in the genealogy of posthumanist thought, A Foray into the Worlds of Animals and Humans advances Uexküll’s revolutionary belief that nonhuman perceptions must be accounted for in any biology worth its name; it also contains his arguments against natural selection
as an adequate explanation for the present orientation of a species’ morphology and behavior. A Theory of Meaning extends his thinking on the umwelt, while also identifying an overarching and perceptible unity in nature. Those coming to Uexküll’s work for the ﬁrst time will ﬁnd that his concept of the
umwelt holds new possibilities for the terms of animality, life, and the framework of biopolitics.

FUZZ: WHEN NATURE BREAKS THE LAW
W. W. Norton & Company One of Bookpage's Most Anticipated Nonﬁction Books of 2021 Join "America’s funniest science writer" (Peter Carlson, Washington Post), Mary Roach, on an irresistible investigation into the unpredictable world where wildlife and humans meet. What’s to be done about a
jaywalking moose? A bear caught breaking and entering? A murderous tree? Three hundred years ago, animals that broke the law would be assigned legal representation and put on trial. These days, as New York Times best-selling author Mary Roach discovers, the answers are best found not in
jurisprudence but in science: the curious science of human-wildlife conﬂict, a discipline at the crossroads of human behavior and wildlife biology. Roach tags along with animal-attack forensics investigators, human-elephant conﬂict specialists, bear managers, and "danger tree" faller blasters. Intrepid as
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ever, she travels from leopard-terrorized hamlets in the Indian Himalaya to St. Peter’s Square in the early hours before the pope arrives for Easter Mass, when vandal gulls swoop in to destroy the elaborate ﬂoral display. She taste-tests rat bait, learns how to install a vulture eﬃgy, and gets mugged by a
macaque. Combining little-known forensic science and conservation genetics with a motley cast of laser scarecrows, langur impersonators, and trespassing squirrels, Roach reveals as much about humanity as about nature’s lawbreakers. When it comes to "problem" wildlife, she ﬁnds, humans are more
often the problem—and the solution. Fascinating, witty, and humane, Fuzz oﬀers hope for compassionate coexistence in our ever-expanding human habitat.

PLACING ANIMALS
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE GEOGRAPHY OF HUMAN-ANIMAL RELATIONS
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers Placing Animals is the ﬁrst book to survey the ways in which animals have been studied in geography. It includes both a historical overview of the development of animal geography and an assessment of the ﬁeld today. Through the theme of the role of place in shaping
where and why human-animal interactions occur, the chapters in turn explore the history of animal geography and our distinctive relationships in the home, on farms, in the context of labor, in the wider culture, and in the wild.

ANIMAL LAW
CASES AND MATERIALS
Sonia S. Waisman is an Adjunct Professor of Law, California Western School of Law, Of Counsel, Morrison & Foerster, LLP.

ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR: A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION
Oxford University Press How animals behave is crucial to their survival and reproduction. The application of new molecular tools such as DNA ﬁngerprinting and genomics is causing a revolution in the study of animal behaviour, while developments in computing and image analysis allow us to investigate
behaviour in ways never previously possible. By combining these with the traditional methods of observation and experiments, we are now learning more about animal behaviour than ever before. In this Very Short Introduction Tristram D. Wyatt discusses how animal behaviour has evolved, how
behaviours develop in each individual (considering the interplay of genes, epigenetics, and experience), how we can understand animal societies, and how we can explain collective behaviour such as swirling ﬂocks of starlings. Using lab and ﬁeld studies from across the whole animal kingdom, he looks
at mammals, butterﬂies, honeybees, ﬁsh, and birds, analysing what drives behaviour, and exploring instinct, learning, and culture. Looking more widely at behavioural ecology, he also considers some aspects of human behaviour. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

INTRODUCTION TO VETERINARY AND COMPARATIVE FORENSIC MEDICINE
John Wiley & Sons Introduction to Veterinary and Comparative Forensic Medicine is a ground-breaking book in an emerging new speciality. It reﬂects the increasing demand for expert opinion by veterinarians and others in courts of law and elsewhere on such matters as: · wildlife conservation, · welfare
of, and alleged cruelty to, animals, · insurance, certiﬁcation and malpractice · the identiﬁcation of live and dead species or their derivatives. It also discusses and analyses current concern over possible links between domestic violence and abuse of animals. Throughout the book the emphasis is on the
need for a systematic and thorough approach to forensic work. A particular feature is practical advice, with protocols on dealing with common problems, together with case studies, various appendices and an extensive bibliography. A vital reference for members of the veterinary profession, lawyers,
enforcement bodies and welfare and conservation organisations. The comparative aspects provide an important source of information for those working in human forensic medicine and the biological sciences.

THE GLOBAL GUIDE TO ANIMAL PROTECTION
University of Illinois Press Raising awareness of human indiﬀerence and cruelty toward animals, The Global Guide to Animal Protection includes more than 180 introductory articles that survey the extent of worldwide human exploitation of animals from a variety of perspectives. In addition to entries on
often disturbing examples of human cruelty toward animals, the book provides inspiring accounts of attempts by courageous individuals--including Jane Goodall, Shirley McGreal, Birute Mary Galdikas, Richard D. Ryder, and Roger Fouts--to challenge and change exploitative practices. As concern for
animals and their welfare grows, this volume will be an indispensable aid to general readers, activists, scholars, and students interested in developing a keener awareness of cruelty to animals and considering avenues for reform. Also included is a special foreword by Archbishop Desmond Tutu, urging
readers to seek justice and protection for all creatures, humans and animals alike.

ETHICS, HUMANS AND OTHER ANIMALS
AN INTRODUCTION WITH READINGS
Routledge This introductory textbook is ideally suited to newcomers to philosophy and ethical problems. Rosalind Hursthouse carefully introduces the three standard approaches in current ethical theory: utilitarianism, rights, and virtue ethics. She links each chapter to readings from key exponents such
as Peter Singer and Mary Midgley and asks students to think critically about these readings for themselves. Key features include clear activities and activities, chapter summaries and guides to further reading.

STUDIES IN GLOBAL ANIMAL LAW
This open access book contains 13 contributions on global animal law, preceded by an introduction which explains key concepts and methods. Global Animal Law refers to the sum of legal rules and principles (both state-made and non-state-made) governing the interaction between humans and other
animals, on a domestic, local, regional, and international level. Global animal law is the response to the mismatch between almost exclusively national animal-related legislation on the one hand, and the global dimension of the animal issue on the other hand. The chapters lay some historical
foundations in the ius naturae et gentium, examine various aspects of how national and international law traditionally deals with animals as commodity; and ﬁnally suggest new legal concepts and protective strategies. The book shows numerous entry points for animal issues in international law and at
the same time shifts the focus and scope of inquiry. This work was published by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to a Creative Commons license permitting commercial use. All rights not granted by the work's license are retained by the author or authors.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE POLICY ON HUMANE CARE AND USE OF LABORATORY ANIMALS
THE UFAW HANDBOOK ON THE CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF LABORATORY AND OTHER RESEARCH ANIMALS
John Wiley & Sons The seminal reference on the care of laboratory and captiveanimals, The UFAW Handbook on the Care and Management ofLaboratory and Other Research Animals is a must-have for anyoneworking in this ﬁeld. The UFAW Handbook has been thedeﬁnitive text since 1947. Written for an
international audience,it contains contributions from experts from around the world. The book focuses on best practice principles throughout, providingcomprehensive coverage, with all chapters being peer reviewed byanonymous referees. As well as addressing the husbandry oﬂaboratory animals, the
content is also of great value to zoos andaquaria. Changes for the eighth edition: Revised and updated to reﬂect developments since publicationof the previous edition. New chapters on areas of growing concern, including: the 3Rs;phenotyping; statistics and experimental design; welfareassessment;
legislation; training of people caring for lab animals;and euthanasia. All material combined into one volume for ease ofreference. This book is published on behalf of UFAW (The UniversitiesFederation for Animal Welfare), with whom we also publish theUFAW/Wiley-Blackwell Animal Welfare Book Series.
This majorseries of books provides an authoritative source oﬁnformation on worldwide developments, current thinking and bestpractice in the ﬁeld of animal welfare science and technology. Fordetails of all of the titles in the series see ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/ufaw"www.wiley.com/go/ufaw/a.

CHIMPANZEE RIGHTS
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THE PHILOSOPHERS’ BRIEF
Routledge Since 2013, an organization called the Nonhuman Rights Project has brought before the New York State courts an unusual request—asking for habeas corpus hearings to determine whether Kiko and Tommy, two captive chimpanzees, should be considered legal persons with the fundamental
right to bodily liberty. While the courts have agreed that chimpanzees share emotional, behavioural, and cognitive similarities with humans, they have denied that chimpanzees are persons on superﬁcial and sometimes conﬂicting grounds. Consequently, Kiko and Tommy remain conﬁned as legal
"things" with no rights. The major moral and legal question remains unanswered: are chimpanzees mere "things", as the law currently sees them, or can they be "persons" possessing fundamental rights? In Chimpanzee Rights: The Philosophers’ Brief, a group of renowned philosophers considers these
questions. Carefully and clearly, they examine the four lines of reasoning the courts have used to deny chimpanzee personhood: species, contract, community, and capacities. None of these, they argue, merits disqualifying chimpanzees from personhood. The authors conclude that when judges face the
choice between seeing Kiko and Tommy as things and seeing them as persons—the only options under current law—they should conclude that Kiko and Tommy are persons who should therefore be protected from unlawful conﬁnement "in keeping with the best philosophical standards of rational
judgment and ethical standards of justice." Chimpanzee Rights: The Philosophers’ Brief—an extended version of the amicus brief submitted to the New York Court of Appeals in Kiko’s and Tommy’s cases—goes to the heart of fundamental issues concerning animal rights, personhood, and the question of
human and nonhuman nature. It is essential reading for anyone interested in these issues.

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION
WORKING TOWARDS A PARADIGM CHANGE
Human-Animal Studies Animal Experimentation: Working Towards a Paradigm Change critically appraises current animal use in science and discusses ways in which we can contribute to a paradigm change towards human-biology based approaches.

RESPECTING ANIMALS
A BALANCED APPROACH TO OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH PETS, FOOD, AND WILDLIFE
Prometheus Books A legal scholar and animal-rights expert argues for a practical approach to using animals respectfully. In this fresh approach to the animal rights debate, a legal scholar and expert on the humane treatment of animals argues for a middle ground between the extreme positions that
often receive the most public attention. Professor Favre advocates an ethic of respectful use of animals, which ﬁnds it acceptable for humans to use animals within limited boundaries. He looks at various communities where humans and animals interact: homes, entertainment, commercial farms, local
wildlife, and global wildlife. Balancing the interests of the animal against the interests of the human actor is considered in detail. The author examines the following questions, among others: Is it ethically acceptable to shoot your neighbor's dog for barking hours on end? Is it ethical for a zoo to keep a
chimpanzee in an exhibit? Is it ethical to eat the meat of an animal? Finally, he discusses how good ethical outcomes can best be transported into the legal system. The author suggests the creation of a new legal category, living property, which would enhance the status of animals in the legal system.
This thoughtful, well-argued, and elegantly written book provides readers with a comprehensive and practical context in which to consider their personal and social relationships with animals.

INTERNATIONAL FAMILY LAW
AN INTRODUCTION
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. International law has become part of everyday family law practice, as lawyers everywhere are confronted with questions regarding the rights of 'mail-order' brides, the adoption of children from other countries, the abduction of children by foreign parents, and domestic violence
victims seeking asylum. Indeed, globalization is transforming family law, even as families themselves are being redeﬁned. This book provides a practical overview of such issues and also examines the ways in which culture shapes family law in diﬀerent countries. It provides students with a useful
introduction to challenging, complicated and fascinating issues in international family law. Finally, by incorporating a comparative perspective, it gives readers an opportunity to re-examine their own legal systems.
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